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Dena Doroszenko with the Ontario Heritage Foundation in Toronto was the guest speaker at our
last meeting before the summer break, on May 8th. She presented a lecture on archaeological
investigations at the Duff-Baby House.

Speaker Nights will resume on Thursday September 11, 1997. As always, we will meet at the
London Museum of Archaeology (1600 Attawandaron Road) at 8 P.M. Stay tuned for more
information on the guest speaker!
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EXECUTIVE REPORT
Sales of the London Chapter publications continue to be brisk. There are few copies of the
Archaeology of Southern Ontario (2nd edition) left, so if you don't have a copy yet now is the time
to buy!
It's about time to start planning the summer/fall picnic. Suggestions on when and where to hold this
annual event are requested.
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SOCIAL REPORT
Although spring has barely arrived, 1997 has been a very sad year. The deaths of Ian Kenyon, Bill
Hurley, Peggy Armstrong, Howard Savage and Caitlin Warrick are a reminder of how precious life
is. Most recently our thoughts go out to the family of Kim Pratt. Kim Pratt was a past chair of the
City of London L.A.C.A.C. and was a tireless fighter for the preservation of London heritage. All of
these individuals touched the lives of many of us in Ontario archaeology, and however short or long
their lives were, they will live on in our memories.
Though nothing can bring back the hour
Of splendour in the grass, of glory in the flower;
We will grieve not, rather find
Strength in what remains behind;
In the primal sympathy
Which having been must ever be;
In the soothing thoughts that spring
Out of human suffering;
In the faith that looks through death,
In years that bring the philosophic mind. (Wordsworth)

EDITORS' REPORT
This issue of KEWA is dedicated to the memory of Ian Kenyon. It contains his extensive bibliography
as well as fond reminiscences by friends and colleagues. Both testify to his wide ranging interests and
to the impact that his intellect has made to the study of archaeology.
This month's article is a report Ian did on a 1976 survey of the Ojibway Prairie Reserve and, although
the project was completed over 20 years ago, it is still relevant today. No sites were discovered on
the survey and while most of us would take that as an opportunity to write a one page report and
dismiss the matter, Ian, in typical fashion, went to great lengths to discuss why nothing was found.
Not surprisingly, his efforts to document the reasons for the negative evidence make for a positive
contribution to our understanding of the prehistory and early history of the region. The result is a
document that is of interest to botanist and archaeologist alike.

REMINISCENCES OF IAN T. KENYON
I find it hard to believe that I knew Ian T. Kenyon for about 20 years and yet, that seems all too short
a period of time. I initially encountered Ian when I saw him give papers at the first two McMaster
Archaeology symposiums which were held, I believe, in 1975 and 1976. As I recall, one paper he
gave was on the "Social Life of Flint Chips" on Neutral sites and the other was on functional variation
in Neutral pottery based on variation in vessel orifice diameter. As an undergraduate student these
impressed me greatly at the time, not only because they were innovative (prior to that time flint chips
had been largely ignored by researchers and of course, even today we know little about functional
variation in Iroquoian pottery) but also because, lets face it, with his semi-afro and evident shyness
in presenting before an audience, Ian was not someone one would soon forget! However, it was not
really until the Canadian Archaeological Association Meeting in Quebec city in April of 1978 that I
actually got to meet him and discuss archaeological matters. I also remember this encounter very well
— Bill Fox dragged me along to lunch at a creperie one day of the conference and I happened to sit
next to Ian. Within ten minutes he had demolished completely several cherished ideas (and I thought
great ideas!!) I had about the Archaeology of Ontario. I thought that day that Ian was one of the most
intelligent people I had ever met (and nothing which happened in the next 19 years changed my mind)
and of course, this meeting revealed to me that we had a common interest in the Archaic period —
not to mention flint chips!
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In any case, I was overjoyed when, a year later in 1979 I was able to get a job via the kindness of Bill
Fox for part of the summer working (and serving as chauffeur) for Ian during his surveys of the
Maitland River drainage, excavations at the Crawford Knoll Late Archaic site, and mapping of the
Western Basin Cedar Creek Earthworks. Later, I had the pleasure of working with Ian on joint papers
such as the synthetic paper we did on the Archaic for the Archaeology of Southern Ontario to A.D.
1650 volume. What always impressed me about Ian was the fact he seemed to know so much about
just about everything, whether it was faunal analysis, lithic technology or multi-variate statistics, and
that he was so skilled in things such as artifact drawings — witness the exceptional illustrations he
produced for our Archaic chapter mentioned above. I have never encountered anyone who was as
knowledgeable in so many different areas, and in such depth, of archaeology.
My work for and with Ian obviously contributed to my professional development in many ways. For
example, many of the techniques/approaches I use in the field (such as my knowledge of surveying,
the extensive use of metre sticks, and having field workers wear red baseball caps in photos because
they show up so well on Kodachrome slides!!) were picked up during my fieldwork with Ian.
Moreover, my interest in the Terminal Archaic, and in fact, my whole perspective on it, was simply
adopted from Ian and his work — I certainly could not improve upon it. However, I am just as
grateful to Ian for the non-archaeological memories. I fondly remember numerous discussions with
Ian on baseball and hockey — it was quite clear Ian never watched or listened to a game in either
sport on TV or radio but he religiously read in the newspapers the latest statistics in both sports!
Also, I have a real fondness for both tempura (with oyster sauce of course) and hard-boiled detective
fiction — Ian introduced me concurrently to both Japanese delicacies done on a camp stove and Ross
MacDonald novels while ensconced on the shores of Lake St. Clair during work at the Crawford
Knoll site. In addition, I can never go by the garage at the London Ministry office without
remembering that it is there that lurk the "killer cots" that so viciously attacked Ian during the
Maitland River survey — the list of Ian memories is long and I just wish I could add more to my
personal inventory.
Chris Ellis

I was shocked to see the news of Ian Kenyon's death in the February issue of KEWA. I remember
my first encounter with Ian and Bill Fox in the spring of 1981 where I acted as a volunteer on the
Calvert site. I quickly learned the realities of salvage archaeology , and marveled at the dedication of
this team, who were responsible for the recovery and preservation of an incredible number of
threatened heritage resources. Ian approached his work with a perspective and passion unparalleled,
and I was soon caught up in this infectious 'aura'. I wanted to be a part of this, and I volunteered on
various projects, if only to catch snippets of the conversation between Fox and Kenyon from the
backseat of the truck. Ian led and instructed through demonstration; he was thus a master at
strengthening one's perceptual instincts. These experiences had a lasting impression on me, and a far
more positive impression than any lessons I ever received in an institutional setting. More than
anything, they provided me with the motivation to persevere in archaeology.

Ian was instrumental in providing financial and moral support for my research on the Sydenham
drainage; his words still ring true: "It's such a neat area." Ian was a 'neat' guy to me; just so you
know, Ian, I've finally got my act together and am taking my research to its logical conclusion. You
will be a continual source of inspiration for me.
Dave Riddell

A few years ago I was asked to respond to a questionnaire about my "Mentors," basically those
people who influenced the archaeologist I came to be. Well, there were many who influenced me, but
I had to boil it all down to Bill Fox and Ian Kenyon, sort of the Sun & Moon or the Male & Female
halves of my shaping totality! And while I owe both these people an eternal gratitude, it was Ian who
so greatly shaped my personal views and research interest in archaeology.
Beginning in 1982, while we roamed southwestern Ontario in search of 19th century taverns, general
stores, ghost towns, Native settlements and existing rural taverns which harkened back to the 19th
century, Ian and I spent many an evening beside campfires, or days on the road or on smoke or lunch
breaks by local archives or registry offices talking about history, archaeology and whether or not
Dizzie Gillespie represented the best and end of jazz. We talked about what you could do as an
anthropological archaeologist working on historical 19th and 18th century Native and Euro-Canadian
communities, and - though not true - it seemed we were the only ones (along with lan's Dad) who
saw the potential there. And Ian was always there encouraging my interest, showing me historic
ceramics, how to use an archive or registry office, crunching numbers and recognizing cultural
patterns from archaeological data - and basically showing how to think, do (I hope) competent
research and develop meaningful interpretations of the data.
Over the 1980's as we worked together at 55 Centre Street, Ian became my "Mentor," by being a
sounding board, by debating and arguing my ideas, by ripping my throat out when I advocated for
a particularly poorly thought-out notion, and by even getting furious at other archaeologists for what
he thought was an unfair attack against me. He was also always the person I'd have to show drafts
of papers or published articles to first, and his opinion was what mattered. But mostly lan's
importance to me was by being there whenever I sought him out, at work or at home, and always in
such a way that I never felt little or in debt for that support. Indeed, Ian had a way of pointing out
what you missed and where to go next that felt as though, "Of course! That's what I was thinking all
along!," and only later realizing just how essential his help was.
But more importantly than being a good archaeologist, lan's humour, decency, and enthusiasm for
most things good, bad or tasteless, was infectious and thrilling to witness. Ian treated everyone
around him equally, whether it was a shy student, abrasive developer, professional archaeologist or
contemptuous landowner - he listened, considered, and responded in a diplomatic but truthful manner.
And if he knew you had an interest not familiar to him, he'd research the topic (be it gardens, rock
music, abstract painting or whatever) and engage you in a conversation on the matter next time you

met. But beware, that was also how he'd set you up for an intellectual trap, springing on you with
contempt once you'd committed yourself (as my girl friend, now wife discovered upon meeting Ian
for the first time)! Of course, lan's passion for those things of interest to him sometimes revealed
volcanic peaks of frustration and anger (Ian showed me many times how books, smoking pipes, or
even once a filled coffee filter could fly), yet you could usually catch him chuckling to himself about
his own behaviour a little while later. And lan's enthusiastic quest to experience tacky TV, maudlin
poetry from the 19th century, ever more obscure single malts, "chewy" ales or exotic foods, and so
on, made all things seem fascinating and an adventure to explore.
I was extremely fortunate to know and work with Ian for so long, as we all are for where his many
and vast contributions to Ontario archaeology have taken us. But, for me, getting to know Ian taught
me first how to enjoy life and respond to the world around me, and only secondarily how to be (I
hope) a good archaeologist. See ya and take care. May heaven be an endless archive with a drinking
lounge, and a "smoking permitted" policy...
Neal Ferris

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF IAN KENYON
1970

Algonquin Park Archaeology 1970. University of Toronto, Department of Anthropology,
Anthropology Series 3. (With W. Hurley).

1972a Algonquin Park Archaeology 1971. University of Toronto, Department of Anthropology,
Anthropology Series 10. (With W. Hurley, F. Lange and B. Mitchell).
1972b Porteous (AgHb-1): A Probable Early Glen Meyer Village in Brant County, Ontario. Ontario
Archaeology 19:11-18. (With W.C. Noble).
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The 1977 Salvage Excavations at the George Davidson Site (AhHk-54). In Ministry of
Culture and Recreation, Historical Planning and Research Branch, Southwestern Office,
Conservation Archaeology Report 3.

1979a The Sub-Greywacke Lanceolate Biface in the Ausable River Valley. KEWA 79(4):2-8.
1979b Test Excavations at the Wyoming Rapids Site (AhHk-4). Ministry of Culture and
Recreation, Historical Planning and Research Branch, Southwestern Office, Conservation
Archaeology Report 2.
1979c The 1978 Salvage Excavations at the George Davidson Site (AhHk-54). In Ministry of
Culture and Recreation, Historical Planning and Research Branch, Southwestern Office,
Conservation Archaeology Report 3
1980a The Satchell Complex in Ontario: A Perspective from the Ausable Valley. Ontario
Archaeology 34:17-43.
1980b The George Davidson Site: An Archaic 'Broadpoinf Component in Southwestern Ontario.
Archaeology of Eastern North America 8:11-28.
1980c The Archaeology of Pinery Provincial Park: A Summary. Ministry of Culture and
Recreation, Historical Planning and Research Branch, southwestern Office, Conservation
Archaeology Report 1
1980d Eating in Gaol: Food Related Artifacts from the Waterloo County Gaol. Paper distributed at
the annual meeting of the Ontario Archaeological Society, London.
1980e Crawford Knoll: An Archaic Site by the St. Clair River Delta. Paper distributed at the annual
meeting of the Ontario Archaeological Society, London.
1981

Making Genesee Points by the Niagara River. KEWA 81(l):2-5.

1982a The Grimsby Cemetery - A Second Look. KEWA 82(9):3-16. (With W. A. Fox).
1982b A Note on the Decline and Fall of Blue and Green Edged Ceramics. KEWA 82(5):7.
1983a Comments on 17th Century Glass Trade Beads from Ontario. In Proceedings of the 1982
Glass Trade Bead Conference, edited by C. Hayes, pp.59-74. Rochester Museum and
Science Centre. Research Records 16. (With T.A. Kenyon).
1983b The Wyoming Rapids Saugeen Component: 1983 Investigation. KEWA 83(7):2-10.
1983c Late Archaic Stemmed Points from the Adder Orchard Site. KEWA 83(2):7-14.
1983d Plates and Dishes in Early 19th Century Ontario. KEWA 83(1): 13-16.
1983e There was an Englishman, a Scotsman and an Irishman.... KEWA 83(4):2-12. (With N.
Ferris).
1983f The Wyoming Rapids Saugeen Component: 1983 Investigations. KEWA 83(7):2-10. (With
W. Fox).
1984a Sagard's "Rassade Rouge" of 1624. KEWA 84(4):2-14.
1984b Was That Middleport Necked or Pound Oblique? A Study in Iroquoian Ceramic Typology.
Ontario Archaeology 42:13-26. (With P. Lennox).
1984c The 1979 Archaeological Survey of the Maitland River Drainage, Huron Co. Ministry of
Culture and Recreation, Historical Planning and Research Brandt, Southwestern Office,
Conservation Archaeology Report 9.
1984d Investigations at Mohawk Village, 1983. Arch Notes 84(1): 19-49. (With N. Ferris).
1984e Terry Lynch: An Irish Catholic in a Protestant Township. KEWA 84(9):2-23. (With N. Ferris,
C. Dodd and P. Lennox).
1985a A Preliminary Report on the Misner Cemetery Glass Beads. KEWA 85(5): 14-20.
1985b A Note on Glass Beads from the Freelton Village Site. KEWA 85(5):20.
1985c Bellamy: A Late Historic Ojibwa Habitation. Ontario Archaeology 44:3-21. (With N. Ferris,
R. Prevec and C. Murphy).
1985d The Walls that Wouldn't be Straight. KEWA 85(1): 11-12.

1985e The Onondaga Settlement at Middleport. KEWA 85(3):4-23.
1985f Three Unusual Broadpoints from Southwestern Ontario. KEWA 85(4):20-23.
1985g The Archaeology of the Southeastern Huron Basin. KEWA 85(9):3-16. (With B. Deller and
C. Ellis).
1985h AHistory of Ceramic Tableware in Ontario, 1780-1840. Arch Notes 85(3):41-57.
1985i AHistory of Ceramic Tableware in Ontario, 1840-1870. Arch Notes 85(5): 13-28.
1985J AHistory of Ceramic Tableware in Ontario, 1870-1890. Arch Notes 85(6):14-21.
1986a Dutch Glass Beads in the Northeast: An Ontario Perspective, Man in the Northeast No.
32:1-34. (With W. Fitzgerald).
1986b ANote on the Neutron Activation Analysis of 16th- and 17th-Century Blue Glass Trade Beads
from the Eastern Great lakes. Bead Forum 9:13-18. (With A. Chafe and R. Hancock).
1986c Echo the Firekeeper: A Nineteenth Century Iroquois Site. KEWA 86(2):4-27.
1986d A Preliminary Report on the Tregunno/Carlisle Excavations. KEWA 86(7):3-18.
1986e Principles of Collecting: An Archaeologist's View. Arch Notes 86(4):31-36.
1986f [Reprints 1982a, 1983e, 1984a, 1985d, 1985g, 1986c]. In Studies in Southwestern Ontario
Archaeology, edited by W.A. Fox. London Chapter of the Ontario Archaeological Society,
Occasional Publications No. 1.
1986g "That Historic Crap!": Historic Archaeological Resource Management. In Archaeological
Consulting in Ontario: Papers of the London Conference 1985, edited by W.A. Fox, pp.
41-50. London Chapter of the Ontario Archaeological Society, Occasional Publications No.2.
1987a The Iron Trade Axe in Ontario, ca. 1580-1650: Exploratory Data Analysis. KEWA 87(7): 1020. (With T.A. Kenyon).
1987b Levi Turkey and the Tuscarora Settlement on the Grand River. KEWA 87(l):20-25.
1987c An Archaeological Study of 19th Century European Settlement in the Gore of Camden, Kent
County. KEWA 87(4): 8-16.
1987d A History of Ceramic Tableware in Ontario, 1795-1890: Historical Date Ranges. Arch Notes
87(6):22-25.
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1988a Late Woodland Occupations at the Liahn I Site, Kent Co. KEWA 88(2):2-22.
1988b Western Basin Occupations of the Robson Road (AaHp-20) Site. KEWA 88(5):3-24. (With
N. Ferris and W. Hagerty).
1988c A History of Ceramic Tableware in Ontario: Quantitative Trends in Plates. Arch Notes
8 8(2): 5-8.
1988d A History of Ceramic Tableware in Ontario: Quantitative Trends in Teaware. Arch Notes
88(6):7-9.
1989

Terminal Archaic Projectile Points in Southwestern Ontario: An Exploratory Study. KEWA
89(1):2-21.

1990a The Archaic. In The Archaeology of Southern Ontario to A.D. 1650, edited by C. Ellis and
N. Ferris, pp. 65-124. London Chapter of the Ontario Archaeological Society, Occasional
Publications No. 5. (With C. Ellis and M. Spence).
1990b Union Jack over the Longhouse. Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the Society for
American Ethnohistory, Toronto.
1991

A History of Ceramic Tableware in Ontario: 1780-1890. Paper prepared for distribution at
"An Introduction to English Ceramics for Archaeologists Workshop," sponsored by the
Association of Professional Archaeologists, Toronto.

1992a Afterword: The Citizen Archaeologist and the Future of Ontario Archaeology. In Avocational
Archaeologists: Roles, Needs and Responsibilities, pp.32-35. Toronto: Ontario Heritage
Foundation.
1992b Spilled Ink and Broken Cups: The Distribution and Consumption of Ceramic Tableware in
Upper Canada, 1800-1840. KEWA 92(4):2-20.
1992c Pork and Potato, Flour and Tea: Descriptions of Food and Meals in Upper Canada, 18141867. KEWA 92(5):2-25. (With S. Kenyon).
1993

Household Ceramic Stocks in Mid-19th Century Ontario. KEWA 93(l):2-27. (With S.
Kenyon).

1994a Introduction to 19* Century Archaeological Artifacts. In Field Manual for Avocational
Archaeologists in Ontario, by Nick Adams, pp. 92-103. Toronto: Ontario Archaeological
Society. (WithD. Doroszenko).
1994b Neutron Activation Analysis of Sixteenth- and Seventeenth-Century European Blue Glass
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Trade Beads from the Eastern Great Lakes Area of North America. Archaeometry
36(2):253-266. (With A. Chafe and R. Hancock).
1995a Neutron Activation Analysis of A.D. 1660-1930 European Copper-coloured Blue Glass
Trade Beads from Ontario, Canada. Archaeometry 37(2):323-337. (With R. Hancock and
S. Aufreiter).
1995b Neutron Activation analysis of Some 19*-Century Facetted Glass Beads from Ontario,
Canada, that have Chemical Compositions Resembling Bohemian Glass. The Bead Forum:
Newsletter of the Society of Bead Researchers 27:4-9. (With S. Kenyon, R. Hancock and
S. Aufreiter).
1995c "Weeds Upspring Where the Hearth Should Be": Rural House Abandonment in Southern
Ontario. KEWA 95(6):2-16.
1996a Chemical Chronology of Lac-Saint-Jean Region Turquoise Blue Glass Trade Beads.
"Archaeological Chemistry". American Chemical Society, Symposium Series No. 625,
edited by M.V. Orna, in press. (With R. Hancock, S. Aufreiter and J.-F. Moreau).
1996b Glass Bead making in the Fichtelgebirge Region of Bavaria in the Mid-Nineteenth Century.
The Bead Forum: Ne\vsletter of the Society of Bead Researchers in press. (With S. Kenyon,
R. Hancock and S Aufreiter).

OJIBWAY PRAIRIE RESERVE ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY
IAN T. KENYON
INTRODUCTION
The proposed boundaries of Ojibway Prairie Reserve enclose an irregularly shaped plot of land within
the Windsor city limits (Figure 1). The southeastern margin is adjacent to the main channel of Turkey
Creek whose tributaries drain the reserve's sandy soils. The most outstanding feature of the reserve
is its floristic cover which is mainly prairie and oak savannah (Rogers 1966; Maycock and Hills 1970;
Burridge 1973). The chief purpose of Ojibway Prairie Reserve is to preserve what may be the last
surviving prairie vegetation in Southern Ontario.
In this report "Ojibway Prairie Reserve" denotes the land enclosed by the proposed boundary of the
reserve, while the term "Ojibway Prairie" refers to the grassland enclave which once occupied a much
larger area. Recent development, such as the construction of the Windsor Racetrack to the west of
the reserve, have destroyed large portions of the original prairie.
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Early European visitors to Southern Ontario often commented on the open grass-land areas which
broke the vastness of the dense Carolinian forests. These "plains" or "meadows", as they were usually
called by the early travellers and settlers, could be found between the head of Lake Ontario and the
Detroit River. One traveller, Edward Allen Talbot, wrote in 1824:
...there are extensive tracts of
land almost wholly free from any
sort of timber. Such land is
commonly called "Plains", and is
for the most part of a light sandy
nature, badly watered, and
greatly inferior to the timbered
land. There are, however, many
small tracts of this kind of a very
luxuriant quality...From the
Indian settlement on the river
Ouse [Mohawk village on the
Grand River near present day
Brantford], to the village of
Burford, a distance of nearly 13
miles there is not an acre of
woodland to be seen, and yet, in
this tract alone, there are at least
100,000
acres...They
are
tastefully interspersed with
clumps of White Oak, Pine and
Poplar-trees, which give them
more the appearance of extensive
parks, planted by the hands of
man, than of uncultivated wilds,
shaded with their foliage.
(Talbot 1824:170-172)
Apparently Ojibway Prairie is the sole
remaining example of a number of
prairie enclaves which once existed
near the Detroit River. In 1701
Cadillac mentions these prairies in his
description of the Detroit River:

Ojibway Prairie Reserve

Figure 1: Geographic Setting of the Ojibway Prairie
Reserve.

The golden pheasant, the quail, the partridge, the woodcock, the teeming turtle-dove, swarm in the
woods and cover in the open country intersected and broken by groves of full-grown forest trees which
form a charming prospect...(Lajeunesse 1960:18)
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Further from the Detroit River the amount of prairie land diminishes according to Charlevoix who
visited the area in 1721:
On both sides of the Narrows the country is said to preserve all its beauty for ten leagues up the
country; after which you meet with a smaller number of fruit trees and fewer meadows. (Charlevoix
1761, vol. 1:17)
Perhaps the first botanist to recognize that a prairie extension existed in Ontario was John Macoun
who in 1893 noted the occurrence or prairie grasses and forbs near Amherstburg, Sandwich, Windsor
and Chatham (Macoun 1893:85). Macoun's description of his botanizing activities near Sandwich
probably refers to Ojibway Prairie:
In a sandy field at the southern end of Sandwich a long lost Canadian species was discovered. I refer
to the Orange Grass or Pine-weed (Hypericum Sarothra, Michx [Hypericum gentianoides}). Growing
with it were two very inconspicuous little things both new to Canada. They were Hemicarpha
subsquarrosa, Nees. [Hemicarpha micrantha}, a dwarf annual from one to five inches high and
Fimbristylis Caprillaris, Gray [Bulbostylis capillaris], another minute thing. Crossing a little hollow
with a small stream running through it, a garden of rarities was entered and in a few minutes our
portfolio was filled with good things. The more interesting were Liatris spicata, Archemora rigids
[Oxypolis rigidior], aletris farinosa, Ly thrum linear e, and Alatum, Poly gala incarnata, Hypoxis
erecta [Hypoxis hirsuta], Ludwigia altemifolia, Veronica Virginica [Veronicastrum virginicum], and
at least a dozen others. (Macoun 1893:86).
Modern botanical studies of Ojibway Prairie are by Rogers (1966), Maycock and Hills (1970), and
Burridge (1973); all of these articles provide species lists. Interestingly, only seven of the twelve
species recorded by Macoun are included in these recent lists. Possibly the five missing plants may
be due to species depletion in the seventy odd years which intervened in between Macoun's study and
those of the later botanists.
The origin and maintenance of prairie areas in Southern Ontario is thought to be due to a complex
interaction of environmental factors. For Ojibway Prairie, a high water table in spring, droughty
summers, a hot dry microclimate and repeated burns due to humanly caused fires are all cited as
factors contributing to the persistence of prairie vegetation (Rogers 1966:15; Maycock and Hills
1970:1; Burridge 1973). Elsewhere in Ontario, prairies and savannahs occurred on soils of vastly
different properties ranging from poorly drained clays (e.g. in Dover Twp, Kent County) to
excessively drained, gravelly sands (e.g. in Ancaster Twp, Wentworth County).
SURVEY METHODS AND RESULTS
In October of 1976. Ian Kenyon and John Wood conducted an archaeological survey of Ojibway
Prairie Reserve. Shovels were used to open the test pits: these were approximately of spade blade's
width. The pits were then trowelled in order to search for artifacts and to study the soil profile for
signs of cultural disturbance. Also examined was the exposed soil of dirt lanes, stream banks,
bulldozed areas and ploughed fields. Survey was confined to land within one hundred metres of the
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streams shown in Figure 2, since sites are usually located close to water sources. Land which
appeared to have a good site potential was more thoroughly tested than land which looked less
promising (Figure 2).
No trace of any prehistoric
site was found in Ojibway
Prairie Reserve. While it is
possible the survey may
have missed a very small
site, certainly no sizeable
archaeological site exists
within the reserve. This
totally negative result is
surprising since thirty-six
prehistoric sites are known
to exist within several miles
of Ojibway Prairie Reserve.
E I G H T E E N T H
CENTURY
MAPS
PERTAINING
TO
OJIBWAY PRAIRIE
Alberta Koerner's (1968)
annotated list of maps,
Detroit and Vicinity before
1990, is a great aid in
studying maps pertaining to
the Windsor Area. There are
two 18* century maps
which show either fields or
grasslands in the vicinity of
Ojibway Prairie Reserve.
The first (Figure 3) is
Koerner's
number
3
(Koerner
1968:2),
an
anonymous map which she
dates to the 1740's,
Figure 2: Site Potential Rating For Ojibway Prairie Reserve
although
the
Public
Archives of Canada dates it
to about 1730. In any case, the map should date prior to 1742 since the Huron village which it shows
north of the Detroit River was removed to Bob-Lo Island at this time. On Koerner's number 3 the
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Figure 3: Anonymous Map of the Detroit River, c.1730.
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phrase "Champs des Hurons" is placed south of the Pointe de Montreal (near the present day
Ambassador Bridge) and north of the stream (Turkey Creek) facing He aux Dindes (Fighting Island).
The "champs" seem to be placed somewhat in land from the Detroit River in a position apparently
near Ojibway Prairie Reserve, although the map is too crude to locate the "Huron fields" with any
exactness. This map does raise the possibility that Ojibway Prairie may be a remnant of an old Indian
cornfield; certainly most botanists mention the importance of cultural disturbance in the maintenance
of prairie vegetation (e.g. Rogers 1966:195).
While this possibility cannot be totally dismissed, an examination of 18th century Huron settlement
patterns suggests that these corn fields are located several miles from Ojibway Prairie Reserve.
During the 18th century, the Hurons occupied at least four different villages. (See Figure 4 which is
based on a number of 18* century maps and documents). The Hurons came to the Detroit River area
about 1700 and first settled just to the west of the French fort on the river's north side. In 1742 the
Hurons moved south to the He aux Bois Blancs (Bob-Lo Island) but moved again in 1747 to a site
on the south side of the river just to the west of the present day Ambassador Bridge. In 1790 the
Indians ceded all but two plots of land to the Crown. The Hurons retained the Sandwich gore, in
which their 1747 village was located, as well as Anderdon Township where by the 1790's, the Hurons
had established a small community just south of the river aux Canards (Canard River). Eighteenth
century maps show with some accuracy the position of the later Huron cornfields (e.g. Lajeunesse
1960: Ixii, cvi).
The villages are located near the banks of the Detroit River as are the cornfields on late 18th century
maps. This suggests that the "Champs des Hurons" of Koerner's map 3 were also adjacent to the
Detroit River. This interpretation is supported by the close relationship that exists between Huron
villages and certain soil types. Figure 5 shows the distribution of soils rated as best for corn, the
principal Huron crop, under natural drainage (Richards, Cladwell and Morwick 1949). The map is
only valid for the Canadian side. A comparison of Figures 4 and 5 shows that in every case Huron
villages are located on good com soil as are their cornfields. Thus the most likely location for the pre1742 "champs" is the mile wide patch of good corn land just north of Turkey Creek. This would place
the fields at least a mile from Ojibway Prairie Reserve and closer to two miles if we assume the
cornfields were, as usual, established adjacent to the Detroit River.
More important than the early anonymous map is one by Joseph Gaspard de Lery which dates to
1749 (Koerner 1968: No. 4, p. 2). De Lery was a military engineer directed to prepare a report of
land use and land quality along the Detroit River (Lajeuness 1960: lii). This map is more detailed than
any of the earlier ones listed by Koerner; furthermore de Lery's professional qualifications inspire
some confidence in the accuracy of his work. Lajeuness (1960: liv) illustrates the de Lery
map, but in redrafting for publication certain important details have been obscured. A copy of the
original map appears in Figure 6 of this report. This map as intended by its maker, depicts land quality
and thus the distribution of forest and grassland is clearly represented (Figure 7 is a simplification of
these distributions). Much of the land along the river is not forested but this may be partly due to field
clearance by 18th century settlers. Inland and on both sides of the river a number of round to oval
grassland enclaves are shown, but the shapes of these are generalized and the map is not quite
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accurate enough to locate them on a modern map. Also one suspects from their generalized
appearance that de Lery intended them to be more suggestive than precise. However, there is one
enclave which can be approximately placed on a modern map and this is Ojibway Prairie itself.
On de Lery's map Ojibway Prairie is shown north of Turkey Creek at the rear of the twenty-two lots
of the Petite Cote, a French Settlement founded in 1749. At its centre the Prairie extends from about
Lot 4 to Lot 15 of the Petite Cote. Unlike the other prairie enclaves, this one has an irregular shape
as if de Lery had a more detailed knowledge of it. This is not surprising considering de Lery was
required to report on land use along the Detroit River, and Ojibway Prairie is partly located in the
farm lots established in the very year of the map maker's visit. Using the information on de Lery's
map, the location of Ojibway Prairie as it appeared in 1749 is shown on Figure 8, although it cannot
be replaced on a modem map with absolute precision. The extent of Ojibway Prairie according to two
modern observers is also given on Figure 8; note that de Lery's overlaps the recent versions.

Figure 4: Windsor Border Region in the 18th c.
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Figure 5: Windsor Border Region
Agricultural Soil

Figure 6: de Lery's Original 1149 Map
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PREHISTORIC SETTLEMENT PATTERNS IN THE VICINITY OF OJIBWAY PRAIRIE
The archaeological void of
CARTE DE LA RIVIERE
Ojibway Prairie Reserve can be
DU DETROIT
better understood by studying the
ecological
determinants
of
settlement location. Locations for
settlements are rarely chosen at
random, instead they involve a
complex series of geographical
and social decisions. Figure 9,
which is freely adapted from
Chisholm (1968:103), depicts
some
environmental-cultural
determinants significant in the
location decisions of prehistoric
Southern
Ontario
cultures.
Suitable locations are ones where
certain human needs can best be
satisfied; however, the resources
utilized to fulfill these needs are
not uniformly distributed in the
environment but tend to be
localized.
Consequently
prehistoric sites are not evenly
distributed over the landscape,
Figure 7: De Lery's Map of the Detroit River, 1749.
but are clustered in areas where
critical resources are most accessible. Thus, understanding man - land relationships is important in
the study of Ontario's prehistory, since it not only helps archaeologists to delimit areas of site
concentration but also illuminates the life ways of past cultures.
This settlement model is meant to be suggestive rather than definitive since, for simplicity's sake,
certain cultural and environmental factors are ignored. Obviously, floristic cover is not solely
determined by soil; climate and history (i.e. succession after disturbance) are also important. Nor are
settlement decisions based only on the five cultural needs shown in the model since stone, clay and
other raw materials are required for tool manufacture. As well, social and economic variables are
involved in settlement decisions. For example, a site may be chosen because it is near a major trade
route or because it is close to allied communities. Incidentally, cultivated plants occur only after about
500 A.D. in Southern Ontario.
Drink and food are necessary for life maintenance and normally settlements will be located as close
as possible to suitable supplies. While food can be obtained from many sources, some may be more
important than others. For example, the chief edible aquatic plant is wild rice but its distribution was
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limited in prehistoric Southern Ontario so it would be only locally significant. Drink is so crucial in
settlement decisions that Konrad (1975: 14) in a study of Iroquoian sites near Toronto reports 83%
of them within five hundred feet of a water source.
Wood for fuel and building is another necessary resource. Proximity to suitable supplies is desirable
since wood is bulky and difficult to transport without draft animals. The significance of wood in the
native cultures of Southern Ontario is well attested by Heidenreich (1971:152-153) who documents
the large supplies of saplings and bark sheeting required to construct Huron longhouses. The lack of
firewood is cited as a major cause of village abandonment among the 17th century Huron of Simcoe
County (Tooker 19667: 42) and the 19th century Mohawk of the Grand River (Johnston 1964: 306).
"Site terrain" refers to the physical characteristics of the land on which the site is located. It includes
soil texture, soil drainage, slope and so forth. The significance of site terrain should not be overlooked
since houses may be difficult to construct on heavy clay soils and certainly poorly drained soils are
never favoured for settlement.
Only in rare cases are the detailed
archaeological
and
palaeoenvironmental data necessary for a
full study of settlement pattern
available. In lieu of such
information, a crude sort of
analysis can be undertaken by
using modern soil and hydrological data supplemented by a
general knowledge of ecological
associations characteristic of the
area under study. The inorganic
components of the environment,
soil and water, are more constant
through time than the organic
ones. The soil associations
recognized and mapped in the 20*
century should be very similar to
those of Dindes (Fighting Island).
The "champs" seem to be placed
somewhat in land from the Detroit
River in a position apparently near
Ojibway Prairie Reserve, although
the map is too crude to locate the
"Huron fields" with any exactness.
This map does raise the possibility
that Ojibway Prairie may be a

LOCATION ACCORDING TO: '
de L6ry, 1749 (approx.)

Figure 8: The Location of the Ojibway Reserve
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remnant of prehistoric times. Similarly, modern drainage patterns will reflect prehistoric ones,
although recent drainage projects can create some confusion. Original drainage patterns can often be
clarified by studying early maps drawn prior to extensive European settlement.
Obviously, recent settlement has greatly altered the plant and animal populations of Southern Ontario,
although the pre-European vegetation cover can in some areas be reconstructed by using early survey
records (Gentilcore and Donkin 1973).
A glance at Figure 9 shows that the two "constants" of oil and water are directly or indirectly
involved in all of the cultural needs listed in this diagram; therefore, a study of the soil and drainage
patterns of Ojibway Prairie Reserve should shed some light on the problem of the missing sites. A
data base for this analysis is provided by the University of Windsor sites files for the Turkey Creek
area. Most of this information is derived from surveys by J. de Visscher and J. Lee. The Windsor files
recorded the location of thirty-six sites on the Turkey Creek drainage west of Highway 3. If there is

Figure 9: Ecological Determinants of Settlement Location
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a relationship between sites and soil
in the Turkey Creek area, this
information would be useful in
assessing Ojibway Prairie Reserve.
In particular, if the soil types of
Ojibway Reserve are those known
to be avoided by prehistoric
cultures, this might account for the
absence of sites. If, however, these
soil types are those which are
favoured for settlement some nonedaphic explanation must be
sought. The following section
attempts to use soil characteristics
as a basis for developing a site
potential index for the Turkey
Creek drainage. The purpose of this
index is twofold: 1) to assess the
site potential of Ojibway Prairie
Reserve; 2) to establish a tool for
archaeological resource planning
for the Windsor area.
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Fbor

Excellent soil data are available for
Soil Drainage Class
the Windsor area in a series of 1" to
400' maps prepared by Lockwood
KEY
Survey Corporation in 1975. These
maps rate the texture and drainage
Sites on Turkey Creek
characteristics of each soil unit.
Texture classes in the Turkey Creek
All Land in Turkey Creek. Drainage
area range from 5 (coarse) to 9
(fine) while drainage classes range
from 2 (good) to 6 (poor). The soil
characteristics for twenty-six sites
are presented in Figure 10, as well
Figure 10: Relationship between Sites and Soil
as the percentage of all land in the
Turkey Creek drainage belonging
to each texture class. If sites are located randomly with respect to soil, the frequencies of "sites" and
"all land" in each class should be similar. However, the graph clearly shows that certain soil
characteristics are preferred. Medium texture, rather than fine or coarse, soils are favoured since
92.3% of the sites are found on classes 6, 7 and 8 although these classes represent only 65% of all
land. Well drained soils (classes 2,3 and 4) are preferred; these soils represent 65.2% of the land but
are associated with 92.3% of the sites.
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The preference in the Turkey Creek area for well drained, medium textured soils is a pattern found
elsewhere in Southern Ontario. In the Toronto area, 64.8% of the soil is medium textured but 93.5%
of Iroquoian sites are found on them (Konrad 1975: 16). In Simcoe County 77.1% of historic Huron
sites are located on medium textured soils although these soils represent 61.5% of the land
(Heidenreich 1971: 67). The Huron sites are almost all on well drained situations (94.5%), although
soils of this type represent only 79.1% of the land (Heidenreich 1971:67).
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Figure 11: Derivation of the Site Potential Index for Turkey Creek Soils
Figure 11, above, presents the soil data for Turkey Creek in a slightly different form. Here
percentages are given for each of the twenty-five combinations of textures class and drainage class.
Once again the preference for certain soils is apparent. For example, soil with a texture class of 7 and
a drainage class of 3 represents only 1.5% of the land in Turkey Creek, yet 26.9% of the sites are
found on this combination. The bottom chart in Figure 1 1 shows the site potential index derived from
the frequencies in the other two charts. The site potential index is computed by dividing the
percentage of sites which occur on a given soil combination by the percentage of all land represented
by that combination. This index is similar to one employed by Konrad (1975:30). If more sites than
expected occur on a particular combination, the index will exceed 1 ; if there are fewer sites than
expected, the index will be less than 1 .

Figure 12 provides a generalization of the site potential index by establishing four classes defined as
follows:
•
•
•
•

Excellent - index greater than 5
Good - index between 1 and 5
Fair - index greater than 0 but less than 1
Poor-index of 0

In Figure 2 this four class rating is applied to the soils of Ojibway Prairie Reserve. No soils with an
excellent rating are found in the reserve but patches of good land border the streams. Incidentally,
this rating was developed after the field work was completed, but the results of Figure 2 accord well
without intuitive assessment. Some of the Ojibway Prairie soils are suitable for prehistoric
settlements; obviously, the absence of sites in
the reserve is not subject to some sort of
edaphic explanation.
Soil Drainage Class
2

The other environmental "constant" is water.
Judging from modern data Ojibway Prairie
Reserve is well provided with streams (Figure
2) although all but the main channel of Turkey
Creek may be dry during certain seasons. A map
of 1798 (Figure 13) contains some important
evidence pertaining to the drainage network of
Ojibway Prairie Reserve. This map is based on
the work of the land surveyor Patrick McNiff
and it shows the location of Fere's mill, the mill
lot and Turkey Creek. The northern part of
Fere's lot is in the southeastern portion of
Ojibway Prairie Reserve. The approximate location of Fere's mill on a modern map is given
in Figure 14:2. The line which forms the
division between the first and second concession
on the 1798 map is now Maiden Road. The
importance of the 1798 map is that it dates to a
period prior to extensive European settlement in
the Ojibway Prairie area. A comparison of the
1798 drainage pattern with that of today shows
a close correspondence between the two. Based
on this evidence, the modern stream network of
the area is probably quite similar to the prehistoric one although recent drainage improvements may have altered the width and depth of
the streams. Still unclear is the extent to which
these streams were intermittent prehistorically.
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Figure 12: Soil Data for Turkey Creek
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Figure 13: Fere's Mill, 1794
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The presence of thirty-six sites in the Turkey Creek drainage suggests that good supplies of food
were available in the area.
Certainly early European
visitors commented on the
abundance of wild life in the
straits of Detroit. Hennepin
writes in 1698: "That the
country is stocked with stags
[elk?], Wild-goats [Deer?],
and Bears...Turkey-Cocks and
Swans are there also very
common". (Hennepin 1903:
109).
Seemingly there was nothing
about the soil, water or game
resources of Ojibway Prairie
which
would
prevent
prehistoric
settlement;
however, the availability of
wood supplies for building and
fuel is another matter. Earlier,
the importance of wood in
native Ontario cultures was
discussed and thus, it may be
the scarcity of wood which
inhibited
the
prehistoric
occupance of Ojibway Prairie.
Even the
19th century
Europeans with their draft
animals and carts found the
paucity of wood to be a major
drawback in the settlement of
the Southern Ontario plains:

Figure 14: Prehistoric and Historic Zones in West
Sandwich Township
(Zone 1: Prehistoric Sites; Zone 2: 18"' c. Water Mill; Zone 3:
Prehistoric Sites; Zone 4: 18th c. French Farmsteads of Petite
Cote; Zone 5: 18th c. Huron Village; Zone 6: 18th c. Water Mill)

Like all other extensive plains, however, they are liable to many serious objections; such as the want
of timber for buildings, fencing, and fuel...to be obliged to go half a dozen miles for fire-wood, rails,
and building materials, would involve an expense, which, in my opinion, no [North] American farmer
can at present afford. (Talbot 1824: 171)

Our findings at Ojibway Prairie Reserve, or rather the lack of them, suggests an "empty prairie"
settlement model (Figure 15) which prepossess that the prairies and savannahs of Southern Ontario
should contain few prehistoric sits, but in contrast, the woodlands immediately surrounding these
prairie enclaves should be rich in archaeological remains. This model is based on two premisses: I)
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the scarcity of wood inhibits settlement within prairies; 2) the abundant game of the prairie-forest
edge favours settlement. This last assumption requires further discussion.
Some ecologists (e.g. Odum 1971:157159) propose that the ecotone or transition
between two ecological communities
(especially between forest and grassland) is
biologically richer and more diverse than
either of the two constituent communities.
This enrichment at ecological junctions is
termed the "edge effect". Important game
animals known to favour edge habitats
include deer, turkey and grouse. Certainly,
18th and 19th century accounts support the
notion that prairies and savannahs are
associated with an abundance of game. Of
a locality near Branford, Major Littlehales
writes in 1793: "Passed over some fine
open plains said to be frequented by
immense herds of deer ..." (Scadding 1889:
8)Later in the same account, Littlehales
observes just to the southwest of present
day Chatham: "...a range of spacious
meadow -Elk are continually seen upon
them..." (Scadding 1889: 10).

*sfte
Figure 15: Empty Prairie Settlement Model

The forest edge also had a role in the European settlement of Upper Canada. For example, Wood
(1961) has studied early 19th century farmstead location with respect to the extensive oak savannah
which covered about one-third of Dumphries Township. Wood found the majority of early farmsteads
located within one-half mile of the forest-plains transition: settlers could farm the plains without
undertaking the onerous task of forest clearance, yet still have an easy access to forest resources.
Little attention has been paid by archaeologists to the role of prairies and savannahs in Ontario's
prehistory; consequently, the lack of systematic archaeological survey irr areas where "plains" once
existed means the "empty prairie" settlement model can be neither confirmed nor refuted at the
present time. The only published comments of relevance are from 1824 and archaeology was hardly
a science at this date: "Pieces of crockery, manufactured of rude materials, but evidently with much
taste, have repeatedly been found within a few inches of the surface of these plains. "(Talbot 1824:
173).
Unfortunately, Talbot is vague about which plains produce this pottery but possibly they are near
Long Point, Burford or the Grand River, since these regions are mentioned in a previous page. As
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it stands, the "empty prairie" model is supported by the absence of sites at Ojibway Prairie Reserve,
but some doubt is raised by Talbot's early observations.
Further testing of the model poses certain difficulties since few agencies are interested in funding field
work which proposes not to find sites! The model could be examined incidental to other
archaeological work, notably right of way surveys for highways, pipelines and hydro lines. Such linear
surveys act as transects crossing lands of different quality, perhaps sometimes those which once
supported a prairie or savannah vegetation. In reconstructing floristic cover, the records of the early
land surveyor can be of enormous help since they were usually carried out before extensive land
clearance (Gentilcore and Donkin 1973).
EVALUATION OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL ZONES IN WEST SANDWICH TOWNSHIP
This section provides a preliminary evaluation and delimitation of zones in West Sandwich Township
which contains historically and prehistorically significant sites. Since these evaluations are based on
library research rather than field work, they must be considered provisional. Historical information
has been largely derived from Lajeuness's The Windsor Border Region (1960). This book is
particularly useful for its summary of the Windsor region in the 18th century, as well as for its
extensive collection of early French and English documents. In addition, pertinent 18th and 19th
century maps have also been used, especially in defining the spatial limits of historic zones.
The emphasis in this section is on archaeological remains, particularly those dating before 1800 A.D.
Standing architecture is not evaluated. Six historical and prehistorical zones are defined for West
Sandwich Township (Figure 14). Figure 16 provides a tabular summary which includes the subject
of each zone, its interest and condition. The interest and condition ratings require some elaboration.
Interest is rated as low, moderate or high, but only areas with a moderate or high interest are shown,
since those with a low rating are hardly worth mapping. The significance of the two prehistoric zones
cannot be clearly established without proper field work. Condition means the extent to which sites
in a zone are free from such disturbances as ploughing, house construction, road building, land
removal and so forth. Condition is rated on a four class scale:
•
•
•
•

Excellent - Little or no site disturbance.
Good- Surface of sites altered by ploughing but little additional disturbance from house
building, etc.
Fair - Large areas disturbed by housing, roads, etc. but significant portions of sites may
still be excavatable.
Poor - Due to extensive destruction, archaeological potential probably nil, although
small highly disturbed portions of site may still exist.

Zone 1: Prehistoric Sites
The University of Windsor files show a series of prehistoric sites near Turkey Creek, particularly
along its south bank. While the area has been ploughed and suburban housing is making inroads,
probably most of the sites are still in good condition. Some of the sites are definitely worth
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investigation and archaeological survey is recommended.
Zone 2: 18th Century Water Mill
In 1780 the inhabitants of the Petite Cote
petitioned the government for a grist mill
which was to be located on Turkey Creek.
The mill and associated buildings were placed
just west of the creek as a map of 1794 shows
(Figure 13). Recent house building may have
destroyed most of this site.
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Figure 16: Rating of Prehistoric and
Historic Zones

Zone 4: 18th Century French Farmsteads of the Petite Cote
In 1749, twenty-two lots were granted to French farmers on the east side of Detroit River. This was
the first European farming settlement in Ontario and its importance is commemorated by an historical
plaque. However, the archaeological potential of this zone remains untapped. Due to industrial and
housing developments, the condition of this zone is only fair, but at least a few of the farmstead sites
may be in good condition. Even a brief archaeological survey of this zone would be helpful in locating
excavatable sites. The interpretabiltiy of this zone is good since there seems to be an abundance of
historic documents pertaining to the Petite Cote (Lajeuness 1960). Furthermore, there are some large
scale 18th century maps which show the farmhouse locations fairly accurately.
Zone 5: 18th Century Huron Village
This village was established in 1747 and was occupied by the Hurons into the 19th century. Since this
area is extensively urbanized, probably few, if any, archaeological remains survive. Yet the presence
of several small parks in this zone offers a slim hope that some archaeological traces of the Huron
Village are still preserved.
Zone 6: 18th Century Water Mill
This mill was constructed in the late 18th century, but the site is probably in poor condition.
In summary, Zones 1 and 4 are recommended for further archaeological survey before the urban
sprawl of Windsor destroys their archaeological resources. Zone 4 is particularly important, since it
contains an unique historic resource.
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
No archaeological sites were found in a survey of Ojibway Prairie Reserve; consequently no further
work is required within the reserve area. Despite suitable water and soil resources, prehistoric peoples
avoided Ojibway Prairie, presumably because of the scarcity of fuel and construction materials.
Library research reveals six prehistoric and historic zones in the vicinity of Ojibway Prairie Reserve
(see Figures 14 and 15). Research priority should be given to a cluster of prehistoric sites along lower
Turkey Creek (Figure 14, Zone 1) and a row of French farmsteads along the Detroit River (Figure
14, Zone 4). The French farmstead are an unique historic resource since this is thought to be the first
major European farming community in Southern Ontario.
Since both zones are on the expanding urban fringe of Windsor, an archaeological survey should be
undertaken within the next several years. The archaeological survey of prehistoric sites (Zone 1)
would have the following goals: relocate "known" sites (the University of Windsor files record 18
sites for this zone); locate any additional sites; record the position and extent of these sites on the
large scale maps (1":400') now available for Turkey Creek; determine the chronological and cultural
position of the sites; assess their condition and potential for excavation and interpretation.
The archaeological survey of the French farmsteads (Zone 4) would have similar goals, but with
emphasis on finding a fairly well preserved site. This site should be protected so that at some point
in the future the site could be excavated "in toto" to serve as a data base for reconstruction.
In conclusion, archaeological survey of the Turkey Creek area (especially Zones 1 and 4) is
imperative since, without it, effective historical resource planning is impossible.
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